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question, and working on those that you know how to solve.

4. Use the back of each page for rough work.

5. Neither calculators nor help sheets are allowed.
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Question 1: [20%, Work-out question]

1. [1%] What does the acronym FDM stand for?

Prof. Wang wanted to transmit an AM-SSB signal. To that end, he wrote the following
MATLAB code.

% Initialization

duration=8;

f_sample=44100;

t=(((0-4)*f_sample+0.5):((duration-4)*f_sample-0.5))/f_sample;

% Read two different .wav files

[x1, f_sample, N]=audioread(’x1.wav’);

x1=x1’;

[x2, f_sample, N]=audioread(’x2.wav’);

x2=x2’;

% Step 0: Initialize several parameters

W_1=????;

W_2=pi*5000;

W_3=pi*7000;

W_4=pi*8000;

W_5=????;

W_6=????;

W_7=????;

% Step 1: Make the signals band-limited.

h=1/(pi*t).*(sin(W_1*t));

x1_new=ece301conv(x1, h);

x2_new=ece301conv(x2, h);

% Step 2: Multiply x1_new and x2_new with a sinusoidal wave.

x1_h=x1_new.*sin(W_2*t);

x2_h=x2_new.*cos(W_3*t);

% Step 3: Keep one of the two side bands

h_one=1/(pi*t).*(sin(W_4*t)-sin(W_5*t));

h_two=1/(pi*t).*(sin(W_6*t)-sin(W_7*t));

x1_sb=ece301conv(x1_h, h_one);

x2_sb=ece301conv(x2_h, h_two);

% Step 4: Create the transmitted signal



y=x1_sb+x2_sb;

audiowrite(’y.wav’, y, f_sample);

2. [1.5%] What is the carrier frequency (Hz) of the signal x2 new?

3. [3%] Our goal is to transmit the “upper-side bands” for both x1 and x2 signals.
What should the values of W 5 and W 7 be in the MATLAB code?

4. [1.5%] Continue from the previous sub-question. To ensure that the receiver side
can have the best possible quality, it is important for the transmitter to choose the
largest W 1 value when possible. What is the largest W 1 value that can be used
without significantly degrading the quality of any of the two transmitted signals?

5. [1.5%] Continue from the previous sub-question. What is the smallest W 6 value
we can use without degrading the quality of x2 signal?



Knowing that Prof. Wang decided to use an upper-side-band transmission for the first
signal x1 new and he chose the W 1 value to be W1 = 1500×π. He then used the code in
the previous page to generate the “y.wav” file. A student tried to demodulate the output
waveform “y.wav” by the following code.

% Initialization

duration=8;

f_sample=44100;

t=(((0-4)*f_sample+0.5):((duration-4)*f_sample-0.5))/f_sample;

% Read the .wav files

[y, f_sample, N]=audioread(’y.wav’);

y=y’;

% Initialize several parameters

W_8=????;

W_9=????;

W_10=????;

W_11=????;

W_12=????;

% Create the low-pass filter.

h_M=1/(pi*t).*(sin(W_8*t));

% demodulate signal 1

h_BPF1=1/(pi*t).*(sin(W_9*t));

y1_BPF=ece301conv(y,h_BPF1);

y1=y1_BPF.*cos(pi*5000*t);

x1_hat=ece301conv(y1,h_M);

sound(x1_hat,f_sample)

% demodulate signal 2

h_BPF2=1/(pi*t).*(sin(W_10*t)*2cos(W_11*t));

y2_BPF=ece301conv(y,h_BPF2);

y2=y2_BPF.*cos(pi*W_12*t);

x2_hat=ece301conv(y2,h_M);

sound(x2_hat,f_sample)

6. [7.5%] Continue from the previous questions. What should the values of W 8 to
W 12 be in the MATLAB code? When answering this question, please assume



W1 = 1500× π.

7. [2%] It turns out that the above MATLAB code is not written correctly and neither
signal x1 new nor signal x2 new can be correctly demodulated. Please use 2 to 3
sentences to (i) what kind of problem does x1 new have, i.e., how does the problem
impact the sound quality of “sound(x1 hat,f sample)”? (ii) how can the MATLAB
code be corrected so that the playback/demodulation can performed successfully?

8. [2%] Please use 2 to 3 sentences to (i) what kind of problem does x2 new have, i.e.,
how does the problem impact the sound quality of “sound(x2 hat,f sample)”? (ii)
how can the MATLAB code be corrected so that the playback/demodulation can
performed successfully?

Hint: If you do not know the answers of Q1.2 to Q1.8, please simply draw the
AMSSB modulation (using lower side band) and demodulation diagrams and mark
carefully all the parameter values. You will receive 12 points for Q1.2 to Q1.8.







Question 2: [11%, Work-out question]

1. [2%] Consider a continuous time signal x(t)

x(t) =
sin(3πt)

πt
. (1)

Plot the CTFT X(jω) of x(t) for the range of −4π ≤ ω ≤ 4π.

2. [3%] We then construct y(t) by

y(t) = x(t) · cos(100πt). (2)

Plot the CTFT Y (jω) of y(t) for the range of −104π ≤ ω ≤ 104π.

3. [2%] Finally we construct z(t) by

z(t) = y(t) ∗ sin(101πt)

πt
(3)

Plot the CTFT Z(jω) of z(t) for the range of −104π ≤ ω ≤ 104π.

Hint: If you do not know how to solve this question, you can solve the following
alternative question instead. You will receive 2 points if your answer is correct.

Suppose h(t) =
(

sin(5t)
t

)2

. Find the CTFT H(jω).

4. [4%] Continue from the previous sub-question. Write down the exact expression of
z(t) and plot z(t) for the range of −2 < t < 2.

Hint: If you do not know how to solve this question, please write down what is the
definition of AM asynchronous demodulation and give a detailed example how to
use AM asynchronous demodulation to demodulate an AM signal. If your answer
is correct, you will receive 2.5 points for this sub-question.









Question 3: [14.5%, Work-out question]

1. [1.5%] Consider the following continuous time signal

x(t) = sin(1.25πt) (4)

Plot x(t) for the range of −4 < t < 4.

2. [3%] We sample x(t) with the sampling frequency 2.5Hz and denote the sampled
values by x[n]. Plot x[n] for the range of −5 ≤ n ≤ 5.

3. [3%] We use xZOH(t) to represent the reconstructed signal using “zero-order hold”.
Plot xZOH(t) for the range of −2 ≤ t ≤ 2.

Hint: if you do not know the answer of x[n], you can assume that x[n] = 2(−1)n+1−1
and the sampling frequency is 2.5Hz. You will receive full points if your answer is
correct.

4. [2%] We use xopt(t) to represent the optimal band-limited reconstruction of x(t).
Question: Are xopt(t) and x(t) identical? Hint: This is not a yes-no question.
Please carefully write down your reasonings. (1 to 3 sentences should suffice.) You
won’t receive any point if there is no justification.

5. [1.5%] Suppose we construct another array y[n] = x[n] + x[n− 1]. Plot y[n] for the
range of −5 ≤ n ≤ 5.

Hint: If you do not know the answer to Q3.2, you can assume x[n] = cos(0.5πn).
You will receive full credit if your answer is correct.

6. [3.5%] We use yopt(t) to represent the optimal band-limited reconstruction based on
the new array y[n] with sampling frequency 2.5Hz. Question: Write down the exact
expression of yopt(t). (There is no need to plot yopt(t).)

Hint: This question is a direct follow-up question of Q3.4 and Q3.5.









Question 4: [8%, Work-out question]
Consider two continuous time signals

x(t) =
sin(2πt)

πt
(5)

p(t) =
∞∑

k=−∞

δ(t− k/4) (6)

1. [4%] Define y(t) = x(t) · p(t). Plot y(t) for the range of −2 ≤ t ≤ 2.

2. [4%] Plot the CTFT Y (jω) for the range of −10π ≤ ω ≤ 10π.

Hint: If you do not know the answer to the previous sub-questions, please solve the
following question instead.

Define z(t) =
(∑∞

k=−∞ δ(t− 3k)
)
∗ (U(t+1)−U(t− 1)) and plot z(t) for the range

of −10 < t < 10. You will receive 3 points if your answer is correct.









Question 5: [10%, Work-out question]
Consider the following continuous time signals

x(t) =

{
2 if −3 < t < 5

0 otherwise
(7)

h(t) =


π if −1 < t < 1∑∞

k=−∞ δ(t− 10k) if −12 ≤ t < −4

0 otherwise

(8)

1. [2%] Plot h(t) for the range of −10 < t < 10.

2. [8%] Plot the signal y(t) = x(t) ∗ h(t) for the range of −12 < t < 12.

Hint: You may solve the convolution by inspection. Namely, you may not need
to actually carry out the integration and can directly get the shape and the corner
points by inspection. Obviously, you can still opt to carry out the integration, which
will be equally good.









Question 6: [10%, Work-out question]
Consider the following discrete time signals

x[n] = sin(2.5πn) + cos(0.25πn) (9)

h[n] =
sin(2πn

3
)

πn
ejπn (10)

1. [4%] Plot the DTFT X(ejω) of x[n] for the range of −π < ω < π.

2. [4%] Plot the DTFT H(ejω) of h[n] for the range of −π < ω < π.

3. [2%] Let y[n] = x[n] ∗ h[n]. Plot the DTFT Y (ejω) of y[n] for the range of −π <
ω < π.









Question 7: [11.5%, Work-out question]

1. [7%] Consider the following discrete time signal.

x[n] = 2nU [n] + 4nU [−n]. (11)

Derive the Z-transform expression X(z) of x[n] and derive the corresponding region
of convergence. Please carefully write down your reasonings. If you use the table
without explanation, then you will receive 4 points instead.

Hint: You may need the following formulas

∞∑
k=1

ark−1 =
a

1− r
if |r| < 1 (12)

∞∑
k=1

akrk−1 =
a

(1− r)2
if |r| < 1 (13)

2. [2.5%] Continue from the previous question. Plot the region of convergence of X(z)
in the complex plane. (I.e., the horizontal axis is Re(z) and the vertical axis is
Im(z).)

3. [2%] Does the DTFT of x[n] exist?

Hint: This is not a yes-no question. Please carefully justify your answer. You won’t
receive any point if there is no justification.









Question 8: [15%, Multiple-choice question] Consider two signals

h1(t) =

∫ t

s=−t

max(cos(πs), 0)ds (14)

and

h2[n] =
50∏
k=1

cos(0.2kπn) (15)

= cos(0.2πn) · cos(0.4πn) · cos(0.6πn) · · · · cos(10πn) (16)

Hint 1: The notation max(x, 0) means “taking the maximum.” For example, max(π, 0) =
π and max(−

√
2, 0) = 0.

Hint 2: The notation
∏

k means “product.” For example,
∏4

k=1(2k+1) = 3 · 5 · 7 · 9 =
945. For comparison,

∑
k means “sum.” For example,

∑4
k=1(2k+1) = 3+5+7+9 = 24.

1. [1.25%] Is h1(t) periodic?

2. [1.25%] Is h2[n] periodic?

3. [1.25%] Is h1(t) even or odd or neither?

4. [1.25%] Is h2[n] even or odd or neither?

5. [1.25%] Is h1(t) of finite power?

6. [1.25%] Is h2[n] of finite power?

Suppose the above two signals are also the impulse responses of two LTI systems:
System 1 and System 2, respectively.

1. [1.25%] Is System 1 memoryless?

2. [1.25%] Is System 2 memoryless?

3. [1.25%] Is System 1 causal?

4. [1.25%] Is System 2 causal?

5. [1.25%] Is System 1 stable?

6. [1.25%] Is System 2 stable?





Discrete-time Fourier series

x[n] =
∑

k=⟨N⟩

ake
jk(2π/N)n (1)

ak =
1

N

∑
n=⟨N⟩

x[n]e−jk(2π/N)n (2)

Continuous-time Fourier series

x(t) =
∞∑

k=−∞

ake
jk(2π/T )t (3)

ak =
1

T

∫
T

x(t)e−jk(2π/T )tdt (4)

Continuous-time Fourier transform

x(t) =
1

2π

∫ ∞

−∞
X(jω)ejωtdω (5)

X(jω) =

∫ ∞

−∞
x(t)e−jωtdt (6)

Discrete-time Fourier transform

x[n] =
1

2π

∫
2π

X(ejω)ejωndω (7)

X(ejω) =
∞∑

n=−∞

x[n]e−jωn (8)

Laplace transform

x(t) =
1

2π
eσt

∫ ∞

−∞
X(σ + jω)ejωtdω (9)

X(s) =

∫ ∞

−∞
x(t)e−stdt (10)

Z transform

x[n] = rnF−1(X(rejω)) (11)

X(z) =
∞∑

n=−∞

x[n]z−n (12)
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